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Abstract LED System-in-Package (SiP) aims to reduce
manufacturing and material costs of LED lighting products
through integration of components into one single package,
based on semiconductor technology. This introduces multi-
disciplinary coupling in the system behavior which requires
reconsideration of the existing LED design decomposition
practice. This paper presents our method to do a decom-
position analysis of the multidisciplinary coupling structure
for an industry scale LED SiP design problem. The inno-
vative aspect of our method is the use of a specification
language to specify the input-output (binary) relationships
between design variables, behavioral responses, objective
and constraint responses. A design structure matrix, repre-
senting the mutual linkage, is automatically generated from
the specification. The rows and columns of the DSM are
subsequently re-ordered using partitioning and sequencing
algorithms to provide insight in the coupling structure. The
method is illustrated by means of a simplified example.

This paper is a revised and extended version of proceedings
paper “Decomposition-based analysis of the multi-physical cou-
pling structure in LED System-in-Package design” presented by
the authors at the 10th World Congress on Structural and Multi-
disciplinary Optimization, May 19-24, 2013, Orlando, FL
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1 Introduction

Decomposition is commonly used in the design of engi-
neering systems. Well-known are the decompositions along
the lines of disciplines (aspect decomposition), com-
ponents (object decomposition), and tasks (sequential
decomposition). The mathematical programming approach
to decomposition-based design is referred to as Mul-
tidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) (Alexandrov
2005). A large number of MDO papers has been pub-
lished during the last decades, see for instance Cramer
et al. (1994), Balling and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski (1996),
Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka (1997), Tosserams
et al. (2009), Martins and Lambe (2013), and Allison and
Herber (2014) for reviews of selected topics. A substantial
research focus has been on the mathematical formulation
and organization of the coordination problem assuming a
particular decomposition structure.

An appropriate decomposition structure, however, is not
always easy to find. In the nineties, Wagner and Papalam-
bros (1993) and Michelena and Papalambros (1997) devel-
oped an optimal model-based partitioning approach based
on mathematical programming. They departed from a func-
tional dependence table (FDT) description of the design
problem (rows are associated with objective/constraint func-
tions; columns with design and state variables). They used
graph partitioning techniques to identify decomposition
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structure. Rogers (1989, 1996) used a directed instead of
undirected representation of the optimal design problem by
means of a design structure matrix (the DSM displays the
relationships between the elements of a system in a square
matrix). His focus was mainly on finding decomposition
structure associated with sequencing design tasks. Design
variables, behavior (state) variables, constraint, and objec-
tive function values are viewed as input and output of these
tasks. A genetic algorithm was employed to optimize for the
sequence of tasks.

It is likely that a decomposition needs to be revised as
the system design progresses. In his introduction section
Rogers (1989) noted: “for designs based on novel con-
cepts, like large space platforms, the determination of the
subsystems, interactions, and participating disciplines is an
important task. Moreover, this task must be repeated as
new information becomes available or as the design spec-
ifications change”. Alexandrov and Lewis (2004) stated
that “in realistic MDO environments, it is often difficult
to determine a priori whether a chosen (MDO) problem
formulation will produce satisfactory results. Reconfigu-
ration may be required.” They observed that this requires
the ability to specify the MDO components in sufficient
detail. They proposed a linguistic approach to MDO prob-
lem description, formulation and solution, which they called
reconfigurable multidisciplinary synthesis (REMS). Tosser-
ams et al. (2010) also noted that the use of a specification
language provides for easy manipulation of the way a sys-
tem is partitioned, in particular when the system becomes
larger. They developed the language �, which is based on
a composition paradigm that starts from the definition of
individual components (subproblems) that are subsequently
assembled into larger systems.

To model the impact of technology or engineering
changes, the DSM is frequently adopted. For instance,
Clarkson et al. (2004) developed a change prediction
method based on the DSM. Chen et al. (2007), Li (2010a, b)
developed decomposition analysis techniques for this
change prediction DSMmethod. Suh et al. (2010) presented
a delta DSM concept to model the effect of technology
changes on the baseline product architecture. Changes may
lead to a misalignment between product and organization
architecture. Sosa et al. (2004) used a DSM to identify the
design interfaces between the components and a second
DSM to identify the team interactions developing each of
the components. By comparing the two matrices, the mis-
alignment can be analyzed. For a commercial aircraft engine
case, they concluded that the likelihood of misalignment is
greater across the system decomposition boundaries.

Recently we were asked to analyze the decomposition
structure used in a project on the design of a prototype
of a new LED lighting system. Several companies were
involved in the development of the prototype. The design

is based on a novel manufacturing technology to integrate
several components of the LED system, such as, amongst
others, driver chip, LEDs, sensors, into a single semiconduc-
tor solution, referred to as LED System-in-Package (SiP)
(Gielen et al. 2011). The novel manufacturing technology
caused major difficulties during the design process. The
difficulties were mainly attributed to a different and more
pronounced multidisciplinary (structural, thermal, electri-
cal, optical) functional coupling, as well as more interaction
between the various companies during assembly when com-
pared to the development of existing LED lighting devices.
Although a practical solution was found during execution of
the project, there is a need to take into account the multidis-
ciplinary coupling in the design decomposition, at an earlier
stage of the development process.

This paper presents our method for decomposition anal-
ysis of the multidisciplinary coupling structure, and the
industry application to the LED SiP prototype. We ana-
lyze the multi-disciplinary coupling structure of the LED
SiP by means of a DSM. A DSM representation of the
coupling structure is frequently adopted in MDO, see for
instance Altus et al. (1996), Lu and Martins (2012), and
Jung et al. (2013). To model the multidisciplinary cou-
pling inside the LED SiP, we define as elements of the
DSM: the design variables, the behavior/state responses,
and the objective/constraint responses (which relates to the
parameters of the functional dependency table mentioned
earlier). Such a DSM in terms of the MDO variables and
responses may be viewed as a parameter-DSM (see Brown-
ing (2001)). The matrix is similar to the reduced adjacency
matrix presented in Allison et al. (2009), but we use the
unreduced square DSM format. We refer to our DSM as
the multidisciplinary DSM, to clearly distinguish from the
(parameter-)DSMs commonly presented in the DSM prod-
uct development literature, see e.g. Eppinger and Browning
(2012), and the extended DSM (XDSM) introduced by
Lambe and Martins (2012) to describe multidisciplinary
design, analysis, and optimization processes.

The scale of the LED SiP application makes it rather
elaborate and error-prone to ‘enter’ the zeros and ones in
the DSM by hand. The LED SiP case problem consists
of hundreds of design variables and responses. An innova-
tive aspect of our method is that we use the � language
(Tosserams et al. 2010) to specify the functional rela-
tions between design variables, behavior/state responses,
and objective/constraint responses. � allows a local spec-
ification of functional relationships in subproblems and a
bottom-up assembly of subproblems in subsystems and sys-
tems. From the � specification we automatically generate
the DSM.

The multidisciplinary DSM generated from the � spec-
ification is subsequently partitioned using computational
partitioning algorithms (Thebeau 2001; Dhillon et al. 2007)
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minimizing a weighted criterion of partition sizes and par-
tition interactions. Also a combination of an exhaustive
sequencing approach and the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decom-
position algorithm (Dulmage and Mendelsohn 1958) is
employed to obtain a matrix with minimal feedback-
coupling. The re-ordered matrix serves as a means to
analyze the SiP coupling structure, and to compare with
the existing design decomposition practice in LED lighting
product development.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
the LED SiP concept and multidisciplinary LED SiP design
problem is explained in further detail. Subsequently, in
Section 3 the DSM, reduced adjacency matrix, and FDT
are explained, as well as the purpose of partitioning and
sequencing these matrices. Section 4 presents our proposed
method. Section 5 gives an illustrative example to demon-
strate the method. In Section 6, the method is applied to
the design of the LED SiP prototype. Section 7 offers
concluding remarks.

2 LED system-in-package

LED System-in-Package (Gielen et al. 2011) is a novel
lighting concept that aims to reduce the costs of the next
generation LED lighting products. The LED SiP can inte-
grate LED chips with driver chips, sensors, radio-frequency
interfaces, and possibly other components into a single
semiconductor solution, see Fig. 1. The integrated and
miniaturized package reduces manufacturing and material
costs. Due to integration in the system, the coupling in the
product design becomes more prominent (de Borst et al.
2012). Unlike traditional devices built on printed-circuit-
boards, the interaction between the different functional
components goes beyond the electrical domain: heat gen-
eration, electromagnetic fields, optical interference, and
mechanical loads between the functional components must
be taken into account to obtain a LED SiP with a good
performance and lifetime.

During the LED SiP product design, mechanical (struc-
tural reliability), thermal, electrical and optical aspects have
to be taken into account. In particular thermal management

Transparent encapsulant Black molding compound

Driver Chip 1

Driver Chip 2

Lead frame

Heat sink

LEDs

PCB

Thermal interface

Fig. 1 LED SiP design concept

plays a key role, since the performance and lifetime of
components is heavily affected by high temperatures within
the package. For example, the actual light output of high
brightness LEDs depends on the junction temperature in the
LED. As the temperature in the LED rises, the light output
decreases (Hechfellner and Landau 2009). Also the qual-
ity of the light deteriorates under increasing temperatures,
since LEDs tend to shift wavelength at higher temperatures,
resulting in off-color light output (Hong and Narendran
2004). On a longer time horizon, due to high tempera-
tures and high electrical currents, driver and lenses tend
to degrade resulting in lumen depreciation and color shift
(Tarashioon et al. 2011; Narendran and Gu 2005; Koh et al.
2011). The LED SiP can also fail catastrophically, when
one of the components in the LED SiP instantly fails.
Such catastrophic failures may be electrically or thermo-
mechanically induced (Chang et al. 2012).

Typical design decisions for the LED SiP are associ-
ated with, amongst others, the type, dimensions and mutual
placement of the various components that make up the SiP,
the routing of interconnects, and the packaging. The main
design objectives are: performance, lifetime, and costs. The
performance is described by the luminous efficacy, i.e. the
amount of light (lm) per amount of electrical energy (W),
and the quality of the light output. The lifetime of the
LED SiP is a function of failure due to lumen depreciation
and catastrophic failure of components. The costs relate to
material and manufacturing costs.

Several teams of engineers, typically from different com-
panies, are involved during the design of a LED SiP product.
Each team has a specialization in one particular discipline
or component of the SiP. In product design of existing
LED lighting systems, the design of the electrical circuit is
usually performed first, followed by the design of the com-
ponents and the design of the package. Ultimately proper
functioning of the full system is analyzed. However, the
coupled nature due to the SiP concept complicates predic-
tion of the system behavior and thus the process of decision
making. The project team involved with the development of
a first LED SiP prototype experienced that the new man-
ufacturing integration concept introduced multidisciplinary
coupling that requires a different design decomposition. We
carried out a decomposition analysis of LED SiP case using
a parameter DSM to represent the multidisciplinary cou-
pling and a specification language to model the various
functional relationships.

3 Matrix representation and reordering

In this section the design structure matrix (DSM) concept
is summarized, as well as two matrix reordering techniques
that can be applied to the DSM. The functional dependence
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table (FDT) and the reduced adjacency matrix are two
related matrix concepts commonly used in MDO modeling.
The three matrices use MDO parameters and functions as
matrix elements. Since they are closely related, the FDT and
the reduced adjacency matrix are presented here as well.

3.1 Functional dependence table

The functional dependence table (FDT), is an m × n

representation matrix, aimed at the decomposition of
model-based design optimization problems (Wagner 1993;
Michelena and Papalambros 1997). Figure 2 shows an FDT.
Each row of the FDT represents a design function, either
an objective function or a constraint function. Each column
represents a design variable or a state variable. Table entry
(i, j) is non-empty if the ith function depends on the j th

variable.

3.2 Design structure matrix

The design structure matrix (DSM) originates from Steward
(1981), who proposed a matrix-based technique to manage
the design of complex systems, in particular regarding the
interactions between elements of the system. The main pur-
pose of a DSM is to illuminate structure and aid in the
design of products, processes and organizations (Browning
2001; Eppinger and Browning 2012).

A DSM is a square N × N matrix with identical
row and column labels, representing the elements of the
modeled system. These elements can be, amongst others,
system components, parameters, tasks, and activities. An
off-diagonal mark represents linkage between two elements.
Besides binary marks, also weighted interactions can be pre-
sented in a “numerical” DSM, for example to differentiate
between strong and weak dependencies.

The DSM may be symmetrical or asymmetrical. In a
symmetrical DSM directionality of interactions is not con-
sidered. In an asymmetrical DSM, the input-output direction
of the linkage is taken into account. In this regard, two con-
ventions exist. In the DSM convention due to Steward, a

f 1 X X

f 2 X X

h 1 X X

h 2 X X X

h 3 X X

h 4 X X

h 5 X X

h 6 X X

Fig. 2 Functional dependence table

cross at row i, column j means that element j is input to
element i. However, the opposite convention, element i is
input to element j , is also frequently used (Eppinger and
Browning 2012). In this paper we adopt Steward’s conven-
tion. Figure 3 shows an example of a DSM, representing
the interactions between seven elements, labeled A through
G, by means of cross-marks. For instance, reading across
row D, shows that element D has inputs from elements B,
C, E, and G, represented by the cross marks in row D, and
columns B, C, E, and G.

3.3 Reduced adjacency matrix

Allison et al. (2009) use the DSM to model the input-output
properties in design problems with multidisciplinary cou-
pled analyses. They use analysis functions a, and design
variables x, as DSM elements. Since design variables are
independent quantities the corresponding matrix rows are
zero. These rows may be omitted without loss of informa-
tion. Allison et al. (2009) refer to this condensed matrix
as the reduced adjacency matrix. They use this matrix as
basis for simultaneous partitioning and coordination strat-
egy decision making.

Figure 4 shows an example of a reduced adjacency
matrix. Similar to Steward’s DSM convention, a non-zero
element in the ith row and j th column indicates that element
j is input to element i. The matrix is organized such that
analysis functions appear before design variables in order to
make a visual distinction between them.

3.4 Partitioning

With partitioning a matrix we mean identifying blocks of
strongly coupled elements in the matrix. Strongly coupled
elements should be considered together in the design or
optimization. Figure 5 gives an illustration of partitioning
a DSM. Note that in the context of time or task based
(directed) DSMs, partitioning may be used to transform the
DSM into block angular form to identify the blocks that
are without coupling (Meier et al. 2007). Partitioning an
FDT (which is undirected) aims to reveal patterns that allow

A B C D E F G

A X

B X X X X

C X X

D X X X X

E X X X

F X X

G X X X

Fig. 3 Design structure matrix
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a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4

a 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

a 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

a 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
a 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Fig. 4 Reduced adjacency matrix

decomposition of the optimization problem (Wagner and
Papalambros 1993).

In partitioning, there are two competing goals: minimiz-
ing the size of partitions and minimizing the number of
interactions between partitions. Typically a weighted cri-
terion of partition size and partition interaction is used.
Partitioning algorithms may directly operate on the matrix
or alternatively use a graph representation.

3.5 Sequencing

Sequencing is the reordering of the DSM’s rows and
columns such that the new DSM arrangement minimizes
some criterion regarding the presence of feedback marks
(Fig. 6). An often used criterion is the number of super
diagonal marks (in Stewards convention), but many other
sequencing objectives have been defined (see e.g. Meier
et al. (2007) for a short overview). A system without
feedback coupling can be sequentially designed. Feedback
coupling implies design iterations in the system design pro-
cess. Note that if the partitioning of the DSM provides a
block angular form, the sequencing can be restricted to the
elements within the respective blocks.

4 Method

We denote x to be the vector of design variables, r the vec-
tor of behavioral responses (intermediate responses), and
F the vector of objective and constraint responses (end
responses). We denote one objective/constraint function f

by F = f (x, r). We denote one response function ai by
ri = ai (x, ri �=j ). The inputs of response function ai are

Fig. 5 Partitioning a DSM into two partitions

Fig. 6 Sequencing of a DSM

design variables x and behavioral response output from
other response functions denoted by ri �=j . Figure 7 illus-
trates the coupling between design variables x, responses
r, and objective and constraint responses F. The response
functions represent the relations that have to be considered
to model the multidisciplinary coupling of the various com-
ponents in the system. Our main interest is to identify which
input-output relations are present. A binary representation
matrix is used, which describes the existence of interactions
but which does not quantify the actual relations.

4.1 Representation matrix

The coupling between design variables x, behavioral
responses r, and objective and constraint responses
F is represented by the multidisciplinary DSM, as
shown in Fig. 8. The elements of the DSM are
F1, . . . ,Fm, r1, . . . , rp, x1, . . . , xn. Note these elements are
the input and output variables of the functional relationships

x
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x
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Design Objectives

Design Variables x
4

F
1

F
2

f
1

f
2

a
3

a
2

a
1

a
4

Fig. 7 Illustration of the coupling between design variables, response
functions, design objectives
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r 1 X X

r 2 X X X

r 3 X X

r 4 X X X

x 1

x 2

x 3

x 4

f xr

Fig. 8 Multidisciplinary DSM showing the coupling between design
variables, behavioral responses, and objective/constraint responses

f and r. Also note that we use vector notation for the ele-
ments of the DSM to express that an element may be repre-
sented by multiple variables that should stay together during
the partitioning and sequencing. The rows corresponding
to the design variables are all empty (see Section 3.3).
Similarly, the columns corresponding to the objective and
constraint responses are empty. In contrary to the reduced
adjacency matrix of Section 3.3, we keep the zero rows
and columns to retain the square matrix, such that DSM
partitioning and sequencing methods can be used.

In industrial applications the size of the multidisciplinary
DSMmay grow to hundreds or thousands of elements. In the
DSM literature, the identification of interactions between
elements is mainly based on design documentation and
interviews with designers. This interaction modeling is not
straightforward, and is quite difficult both for larger sys-
tems, and in the early design phase, see Tilstra et al. (2010),
Dong (2002), and Schmitz et al. (2011). An interesting
domain where one builds large DSMs is the analysis of soft-
ware applications, see for instance Sangal et al. (2005). The
DSM can be computer generated from the inputs and out-
puts to the subroutines and files in the software code. As a
result, the DSM can become exceptionally large. The LED
SiP application falls into the first category: the relations
between design variables x, behavioral responses r, and
objective/constraint responses F are to be specified using
literature and knowledge available with engineers.

4.2 Specifying interactions

We notice, however, that we do not need to manually fill
the DSM, checking entry by entry of the matrix. Instead, we

propose to use a language to specify the variables and their
interactions, and subsequently generate the matrix auto-
matically. We have adopted the � specification language
(Tosserams et al. 2010) to demonstrate the advantage of
such an approach.

The � specification language was originally intended
as a linguistic software tool for specification of partitioned
problems in decomposition-based design optimization. The
language elements include variables, objective functions,
constraint functions, and response functions. The language
provides an intuitive environment for compact specifica-
tion of partitioned optimization problems. Subproblems can
be defined, and subsequently assembled into larger subsys-
tems and systems. This assembly feature presents a signifi-
cant advantage for specifying the interactions in large-scale
design problems: the specification of variables and their
interactions can be carried out locally for subsystems of
the system design; the coupling between subsystems can
be specified at a higher system level. Typically, these sub-
systems are associated to a certain physical component or
disciplinary aspect of the system design.

4.3 Partitioning

The multidisciplinary DSM is automatically generated from
the � specification. Subsequently, structure can be iden-
tified by re-ordering of the rows and columns of the
matrix. For this we use a partitioning algorithm, to group
together design variables, behavioral responses, and objec-
tive/constraint responses that are strongly coupled. The
partitioning of the DSM is an optimization problem for
which specialized algorithms have been developed. For rea-
sonably small problems we have good experience with the
Matlab DSM partitioning algorithm of Thebeau (2001).
The algorithm implements simulated annealing search as
optimization method to minimize cost function:

Ctotal =
∑

(A(i, j) + A(j, i)) · Spartition(y)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interactions within partitions

+
∑

(A(i, j) + A(j, i)) · SA
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interactions outside partitions

(1)

Herein, A is the design structure matrix, A(i, j) denotes
matrix entry i, j, SA denotes the size of the full matrix
A, and Spartition(y) denotes the size of partition y. The first
term in this expression represents the cost associated with
the interactions that are within partitions. The second term
represents the cost due to interactions outside the parti-
tion blocks, that is, the cost due to interactions between
partitions.

For larger problems we opted for the graph-based par-
titioning algorithm Graclus (Dhillon et al. 2007). Graclus
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computes a partitioning for a given undirected weighted
graph and requires as input the graph and the desired num-
ber of partitions. The cost function that is minimized is a
relative measure (normalized cut) of the weight of inter-
actions between the partitions. Graclus is able to compute
partitions of unequal size, unlike Metis (Karypis 2011) for
instance. Since Graclus is intended for undirected graphs,
direction information (i.e. the asymmetry of the matrix) is
accounted for by introducing edge weights to the graph. We
assign a connection in one direction a weight of 1; otherwise
the connection is assigned a weight of 2.

4.4 Sequencing

Subsequently, sequencing is carried out without affecting
the partitioning outcome. As the partitioning outcome is in
our case not block angular, we seek the optimal sequence
of the partitions such that the amount of feedback coupling
between partitions is minimized. For our LED SiP case
problem we found the number of partitions to be reason-
ably small which allows an exhaustive enumeration search
procedure. That is, we subdivide the DSM into n2 sub-
matrices, with n the number of partitions. We calculate the
sum of the entries of each sub-matrix and place them in
an n × n matrix. We generate this matrix for all possible
sequences and calculate the sum of the entries above the
main diagonal. The sequence with the lowest sum of entries
above the main diagonal presents our solution. Finally, a
Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition is applied within each
partition, which is a well known matrix transformation tech-
nique (available for instance in Matlab) to re-order a matrix
towards lower-triangular form (Dulmage and Mendelsohn
1958).

We acknowledge that coupling exists between the par-
titioning and sequencing tasks. However, the combined
problem becomes computationally demanding in particular

for large problems. With algorithmic solutions available for
the separate problems, we opted for a sequential procedure.

4.5 Procedure

A summary of our approach is as follows:

1 Specify the x, r, F interactions using the � language
2 Generate the multidisciplinary DSM containing the

x, r, F interactions
3 Partition the matrix to find the strongly coupled parts
4 Find an ordering with minimal number of feedback

interactions, by sequencing the partitions, and sequenc-
ing within each partition

Figure 9 gives an illustration of the outcome of the pro-
cedure for the sample problem presented in Fig. 7. Variables
x2, x4, r2, x1, and F2 are grouped together in Partition
1; variables x3, r1 , r4 , r3, F1 are grouped together in
Partition 2.

5 Illustrative example

This illustrative example considers a simplified LED
system-in-package, consisting of one LED, one driver
chip and a leadframe. The aim of this example is to
demonstrate the method presented in the previous section,
as a prelude to the full LED SiP case presented in
Section 6.

5.1 Specification in �

This subsection presents the � specification of the sim-
plified LED SiP. The � specification is developed using
a mixed object and aspect decomposition as basis for
the description. Four subsystems (objects) are specified:

Fig. 9 Illustration of
decomposition based on the
system’s coupling structure
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LED, Driver,leadFrame and Boundary. The ther-
mal, optical, electrical, and mechanical (structural) disci-
plinary behavior (aspects) is subsequently specified for each
of these subsystems. The four systems with their disci-
plinary aspects are coupled in system LED-SiP represent-
ing the complete LED SiP.

The elementary building blocks in � are referred to as
components (comp). A � component definition contains
functions and variables. The functions may be response
functions (resfunc), objective functions (objfunc)
and constraint functions (confunc). The variables may
be internal variables (intvar) or external variables
(extvar). Internal variables occur only in the component,
while external variables are variables that are linked to other
variables outside the component. The linkage of variables is
specified in the system environment (syst). A system def-
inition contains two or more subsystems (instantiated after
keyword sub) and describes the coupling between them
(after link). The subsystems may be components or other
systems.

The specification of system LED is shown in Listing
1. Figure 10 shows a schematic overview of the sys-
tem LED. The system behavior of the LED comprises
thermal, optical, and electrical behavior, instantiated as
subsystems LT, LO, and LE, respectively. This disci-
plinary functional behavior is specified in �-components
LED Thermal,LED Optical, and LED Electrical,
respectively

Component LED Thermal specifies the temperature
behavior within the LED. Response variable Tl, the LED
junction temperature (subscript l refers to LED), follows
from response function a1 with input arguments the heat
loss of the LED Pl, the LED thermal resistance Rl, the tem-
perature of the driver chip adjacent to the LED Td (subscript
d refers to Driver), lead frame temperature Tf (subscript f
refers to Frame), and ambient temperature Tb (subscript b
refers to Boundary). Variable Rl occurs only locally in this
component, and is therefore specified as an internal vari-
able (intvar). The linkage of the variables within system
LED is defined after the link statement. For instance,
LT.Tl -- LO.Tlmeans that variable Tl (Tl in the spec-
ification) of subsystem LT is linked to variable Tl of
subsystem LO.1 The alias statement enables shorthand
notation when variables are passed up to higher levels in
the system hierarchy. For instance, variable Tl in subsys-

1These variables names need not be the same since variables are
locally defined. But for ease of presentation, we choose to use equal
variables names for variables that occur in multiple components and
that need to be linked.

Fig. 10 Schematic overview of � system LED

tem LT of system LED is coupled to systems Driver and
leadFrame. This coupling is specified in higher level sys-
tem LED-SiP (see Listing 5); therefore an alias Tl =
LT.Tl is introduced.

The optical disciplinary � component LED Optical
specifies the light output of the LED as an objective func-
tion. The objective function f1 has three input arguments:
electrical current Il , junction temperature Tl and the degra-
dation of the LED dl . All three inputs are response vari-
ables, where dl is a local response variable that follows
from response function a2, while Il and Tl originate from
response functions in � components LED Electrical
and LED Thermal, respectively.

LED Electrical specifies the electrical behavior of
the LED. Two response functions are included: the electrical
current in the LED Il and the heat loss Pl due to electrical
deficiencies. They are determined by the supplied current
and voltage from the driver electronics Id and Vd, and the
LED junction temperature Tl.

System Driver describes the behavior of the driver
electronics, which provides the LED with suitable electri-
cal voltage and current. The � specification of the driver
is given in Listing 2 and illustrated in Fig. 11. � com-
ponent D Thermal defines the driver temperature as a
function of external variables Pd, Tl, Tf, Tb and internal
variable Rd , the thermal resistance of the driver. Component
D Electrical specifies two response functions regard-
ing the electrical performance of the driver and its degra-
dation. Note that response function a6 has three response
variables as output: Pd, Vd and Id. The input variables
are the voltage and current from the power supply Vb and
Ib, the driver temperature Td and the degradation of the
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driver electronics dd. The driver degradation follows from
a7 with Td, Ib and Vb as inputs. The link statement in sys-
tem Driver specifies the coupling of variables Pd and Td
between components D Thermal and D Electrical.
System Driver provides Id, Vd, and Td as output to sys-
tems LED and leadFrame, and needs Tl, Tf, Tb, Ib, and
Vb as input. These couplings are specified in the higher-
level system LED-SiP. Aliases are specified for shorthand
notation.

Fig. 11 Schematic overview of � system Driver

The driver and the LED are placed on the lead frame
which forms the mechanical platform of the physical com-
ponents. The lead frame transports heat from the driver and
the LED to an attached heat sink. Both mechanical and ther-
mal aspects are present in the behavior of the lead frame.
The � specification is given in Listing 3 and a schematic
overview of the system is shown in Fig. 12. The linking
variable between the mechanical and thermal subsystems is
the lead frame temperature Tf. The lead frame temperature
response function a8 has as input arguments Tl, Td, Tb and
the thermal resistance of the lead frame Rf. The mechanical
stresses in the lead frame are induced by the temperature in
the lead frame Tl, as specified by constraint function f2. The
variables Tb, Tl, Td, and Tf are inputs, respectively outputs
of the leadFrame system.

The fourth system, Boundary is given in Listing 4. It
defines the boundary parameters of the LED SiP system,
which include the ambient temperature Tb, electrical input
voltage Vb, and input current Ib. These parameters are input
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to the LED and Driver systems and therefore defined as
external variables.

The four systems LED, Driver, leadFrame, and
Boundary are coupled as shown in Fig. 13. The corre-
sponding � specification of the complete system LED-SiP
is given by Listing 5. The four subsystems are instanti-
ated using sub. The couplings are specified using link,
as explained before, that is, D.Id -- L.Id means that
(alias) variable Id of subsystem D is linked to (alias)
variable Id of subsystem L. Another example is L.Tl
--{D.Tl, F.Tl} which links variable Tl of subsystem
L to variable Tl of subsystem D, respectively variable Tl

Fig. 12 Schematic overview of � system leadFrame

of subsystem F. Statement topsyst LED-SiP means to
say that system LED-SiP is considered the top level sys-
tem which has no input or output of variables external to
LED-SiP.

Fig. 13 Schematic overview of � system LED-SiP
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5.2 Multidisciplinary DSM

Figure 14 shows the DSM that is automatically gener-
ated from the � specification in Section 5.1. The elements
on the horizontal and the vertical axis of the DSM are
objective F1, constraint F2, eight responses r1, . . . , r8 =
Tl, dl, Il, Pl, Td, [Pd, Id, Vd], dd, Tf, and six design
variables x1, . . . , x6 = Tb, Rl, Rd, Rf, Ib, Vb.

5.3 Partitioning

Figure 15 shows the DSM after partitioning using the DSM
partitioning algorithm of Thebeau (2001). The depicted
result is the solution with the lowest cost function value

outof 200 runs of the algorithm (due to the stochastic nature
of the simulated annealing search technique every run of
the algorithm will produce slightly different partitioning
results). The solution shows three partitions of unequal
size.

The DSM of Fig. 14 is also partitioned using the Graclus
partitioning software (Dhillon et al. 2007). Since Graclus
needs the number of partitions a priori, solutions for 2,3, up
to 16 partitions are calculated. Cost function (1) is evaluated
to rank the outcomes. Figure 16 shows that the minimum
cost function value is obtained for the solution of 3 parti-
tions. This partitioning is exactly equal to the partitioning
obtained by the algorithm of Thebeau (2001) as displayed
in Fig. 15.
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5.4 Sequencing

Figure 17 shows the DSM, where the partitions are re-
ordered such that the number of interaction marks above
the diagonal outside the partitions is minimized. Further-
more the elements within the partitions are sequenced such
that the number of interactions above the diagonal are mini-
mized within the partitions. Note that the resulting sequence

of elements within the three partitions is, first the design
variables, then responses, and finally objectives/constraints.

The partitioning and sequencing analysis shows that the
example problem should be decomposed in three parti-
tions, corresponding to respectively the thermal behavior
(x1, x2, x3, x4, r1, r5, r8, F2), the electrical behavior of
the driver (x5, x6, r7, r6, r4), and the electrical and opti-
cal behavior of the LED (r3, r2, F1). The sequence reveals

Fig. 14 Multidisciplinary DSM
of the illustrative example
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Fig. 15 Partitioned
multidisciplinary DSM of the
illustrative example

that for the illustrative example problem the design should
start with the thermal design, followed by electrical design,
and finally optical design. Finally we observe that the result-
ing partitioning is entirely disciplinary (aspect) oriented,
whereas in the building process of our � specification we
departed from a mixed object and aspect decomposition. We
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Fig. 16 Calculated costs for the illustrative example

will return to these observations in the next section when we
study the industry SiP design case.

6 LED SiP design case

A LED SiP prototype developed by TNO and industry part-
ners is used as a case to validate the proposed four step
procedure. Figure 18 shows the recently manufactured pro-
totype of the LED SiP. In this study we assume an early
phase of the design, where design decisions have not yet
been made, so without prejudice of the current LED SiP
design prototype. The system elements and their interac-
tions were obtained by means of a literature review and
interviews with designers. The literature provided back-
ground knowledge regarding the physical working princi-
ples of the various components of the SiP. The interviews
provided information on the functionality, components, and
disciplinary aspects that should be considered to design
a LED SiP. Furthermore, the interviews revealed that the
design engineers prefer to first decompose the LED SiP into
physical components, and subsequently decompose each
component regarding the relevant disciplinary aspects. Also,
there was general agreement that thermal and mechanical
disciplinary analysis is necessary not only at the component
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Fig. 17 Partitioned and
sequenced multidisciplinary
DSM of the illustrative example

level, but also at the level of the complete LED SiP design,
to guarantee proper functioning.

6.1 Specification in �

The preference by the engineers to first consider com-
ponents and subsequently consider disciplines is used as

Fig. 18 First prototype of the LED SiP (courtesy of TNO)

framework to build the� specification of the LED SiP (sim-
ilar to Section 5.1). In the � specification, LED dies, driver
chips, lead frame, transparent encapsulant, phosphor film,
black compound, interconnects, I/O pads, die attach, heat
sink, and PCB components are distinguished. For each of
these subsystems, corresponding thermal, optical, electri-
cal and mechanical (structural) disciplinary � components
are specified. The behavior is specified by means of vari-
ables, response functions, constraint functions and objective
functions. Additionally, a thermal and a mechanical analy-
sis system are included representing system wide analysis.
Grand total, the LED Sip specification consists of 45 �

(sub)systems, where each system may contain one or more
disciplinary � components. The systems are assembled by
means of linkage of variables.

6.2 Multidisciplinary DSM

From the � specification the DSM containing the interac-
tions between design variables, behavioral responses, and
objective/constraint responses was automatically generated.
The generated matrix has a size of 711 by 711 elements.
Among these 711 elements there are 450 design/parameter
variables, 253 behavioral responses, 6 constraint responses
and 2 design objective responses.
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Fig. 19 Calculated costs for the LED SiP design case

6.3 Partitioning

Graph partitioning using Graclus is applied to the DSM.
Since the desired number of partitions is unknown, the DSM
matrix is partitioned for a range of numbers of partitions,
from 2 to approximately 700 partitions. The cost function
given by (1), due to Thebeau (2001), is used to evaluate
the trade-off between the number of interactions between
partitions and the size of the partitions. Figure 19 shows
the resulting calculated costs for the range of partitioning
solutions. The cost value first decreases as the number of
partitions increases, which is caused by the decrease in par-
tition size. Then the cost value increases again, as a result of
an increasing number of interactions outside the partitions.
The minimum value for this cost function is found around
ten partitions. Note that by changing the weights between
the two parts of the cost function the minimum may shift to
the left or to the right.

Fig. 20 Partitioned and sequenced multidisciplinary DSM of the LED SiP design for a decomposition consisting of ten partitions
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6.4 Sequencing

Figure 20 shows the multidisciplinary DSM for the solu-
tion with ten partitions after additional sequencing. Each
partition represents a strongly coupled part of the design.
The thermal analysis partition and the mechanical analy-
sis partition are both large partitions and are placed early
in the sequence. This contradicts with current design prac-
tice to do the mechanical and thermal analysis during
the final stage of design once the SiP system has been
almost completed. We also observe that some partitions in
Fig. 20 are aspect (disciplinary) oriented while other parti-
tions are object (component) oriented. A few partitions have
a mixed character which follows from the tight coupling
between the design of the interconnects and the electri-
cal design. The disciplinary partitions are mostly placed
early in the sequence, while the component partitions are
placed later in the sequence. This suggests to depart the
design process from a disciplinary decomposition of the
SiP and to gradually transform towards a component based
decomposition.

7 Concluding remarks

The multidisciplinary coupling structure is modeled
by means of a design structure matrix (DSM) using
design variables, behavioral response variables, and objec-
tive/constraint responses as rows and columns of the matrix.
The DSM represents the input-output functional relations
between these variables in a binary form. By partitioning
and sequencing of such a DSM with behavioral response
variables included, the multidisciplinary coupling structure
can be revealed. For the LED SiP prototype the partitioned
and sequenced DSM consists of a mixture of discipline
and component related partitions. The matrix shows that
thermal and mechanical system analysis should play a
more prominent role in guiding the design process of the
SiP.

To generate the DSM, the use of a specification lan-
guage to specify the linkages is advantageous. The �

language proved to be effective, since � allows to spec-
ify relationships in subproblems using locally defined
variables, and linkage of variables through a bottom-up
assembly using systems. The multidisciplinary DSM can
be automatically generated from the � specification. We
have noticed that there are several opportunities to fur-
ther enhance �. For instance the use of typed data and
arrays can make the� specifications more compact in large-
scale applications. We will elaborate on this in our future
work.

Due to computational reasons we had to carry out the par-
titioning and sequencing sequentially. Also the number of

partitions was not considered as part of the partitioning deci-
sion, since Graclus does not allow this. We simply varied
the number of partitions as input to the algorithm. A DSM
partitioning algorithm based on simulated annealing which
optimizes both for partition size and interaction proved too
computationally demanding for our SiP application. For our
application we need efficient computational algorithms that
can do simultaneous partitioning and sequencing on DSM
matrices of thousands of elements. Another topic for further
research is to incorporate the coordination effort induced
by the decomposition into the partitioning problem. Allison
et al. (2009) presented some first results on this topic for
small test problems.
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